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FTC ISSUES
INFLUENTIAL
CHANGES TO
JEWELRY
GUIDELINES
In late July, on a sleepy
summer day, for the first
time in 22 years, The Federal
Trade Commission (FTC)
released changes to the
jewelry guides that apply
to the advertising and
marketing of jewelry.
Continued on page 11

THE DIAMOND DISTRICT LOST A GIANT
IN OUR INDUSTRY WITH THE RECENT
PASSING OF A LONG TIME “RESIDENT”
OF 47TH STREET, DONALD GOLDSTEIN.
We’re saddened to announce the recent passing of my
father and long time “resident” of 47th Street, Donald
Goldstein. He began his jewelry career here in the Diamond
District around 1950, initially working for his father Murray.
Murray had been among the pioneers of the industry’s relocation, in the early 1940’s, from it’s haunts on Canal Street
Continued on page 7
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IN THE NEWS
GIA Researchers
Discover the Unique
Origin of Blue Diamonds
Boron from ancient ocean
floor creates color in rare
‘superdeep’ diamonds

formed at great depth in the pres-

and grading over a two year period.

ence of sunken, or “subducted,”

Nonprofit, independent GIA is the

ancient oceanic tectonic plates.

global leader in gem research, edu-

“Blue diamonds like the famous
Hope diamond have intrigued scien-

In addition to insight into the nature

high value of these gems and their

of some of the rarest diamonds

near lack of mineral inclusions have

known, this study also provided

been major hurdles to research,”

further clues to the elemental forces

said GIA (Gemological Institute of

that formed the Earth, including our

America) research scientist Dr. Evan

understanding of mantle geochem-

Smith, the lead author of the Nature

istry and plate tectonic processes.

these rare diamonds at GIA gave us
insight to their incredible origin.”
Blue diamonds, also known as type
IIb diamonds, derive their color from
minute quantities of boron. The
study reveals that blue diamonds
originate from depths reaching 410
the world is the Hope diamond, a natural color
Fancy dark grayish blue diamond. The Hope

miles (660 km) or more into the
Earth’s lower mantle, where boron is

diamond was graded in 1988 by a team of GIA

scarce. Mineral inclusions in the blue

gemologists. Photo by Robert Weldon © GIA.

diamonds show that they formed in

Courtesy of Smithsonian Institution.

deeply-subducted oceanic plates.

NEW YORK, NY – Aug. 1, 2018 – Blue
diamonds, among the rarest of all
colored diamonds, form at extreme
depths – approximately four times
deeper than most diamonds – and
may get their color from a surprising source: the element boron,
contained in the floors of ancient
oceans carried deep into the Earth’s
mantle by the movement of tectonic
plates, according to new research

The authors of the study hypothesize that the boron which causes
the diamonds’ blue color may have
originated in ancient sea floors that
were transported into the interior
of the Earth. This is scientifically
important because it shows how
elements, such as boron, from the
surface of the Earth can be recycled deep into the mantle by plate
tectonics.

featured on the cover of Nature,

Smith and other researchers from

a distinguished international

the Carnegie Institution, the Uni-

scientific journal.

versity of Cape Town (South Afri-

This was the first study to examine
and identify the mineral inclusions in
very rare and valuable blue diamonds. Analyzing those inclusions
demonstrated that the diamonds

and grading services.

tists for decades, but the rarity and

article. “The opportunity to study

One of the most famous colored diamonds in

cation, and laboratory identification

ca) and the University of Padova
(Italy) used a variety of analytical
techniques to examine the mineral inclusions in 46 blue diamonds
submitted to GIA for identification

An extended abstract of the paper
is available on GIA.edu. The paper
is available from Nature.
Smith is a research scientist at
GIA. His research focus is diamond
geology; he was the lead author of
a December 2016 article in Science magazine on the origins of
diamonds of exceptional size and
quality. Smith holds a Ph.D. in geology from the University of British
Columbia; he joined GIA in 2015
as part of a postdoctoral research
fellowship program named in honor
of GIA’s second president Richard
T. Liddicoat, known as the Father of
Modern Gemology. He will present
the research at GIA’s International
Gemological Symposium, Oct. 7-9 in
Carlsbad, CA. For more information
on the program and to register, visit
symposium.GIA.edu.
Summary on GIA.edu –
https://www.GIA.edu/blue-diamonds-have-suprise-origin-and-linkto-ocean
Nature research paper –
https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41586-018-0334-5
Section continued on page 5
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For press inquiries, please contact

Rapaport News this past June

will boost Israel’s polishing sector

Nellie Barnett at nbarnett@gia.edu

reported that De Beers broke

which has suffered with lower costs

or +1 760-603-4184.

ground on a new $94 million

and India’s increasing market share.

diamond growing factory outside

The factory is expected to polish

Portland, Oregon.

thousands of stones a year from

About GIA
An independent nonprofit organization, GIA (Gemological Institute
of America), established in 1931,
is recognized as the world’s foremost authority in gemology. GIA

The 60,000 square-foot facility
will produce synthetic diamonds for
DeBeers’ brand, Lightbox Jewelry,
with production beginning in 2020.

invented the famous 4Cs of Color,
Clarity, Cut and Carat Weight and,
in 1953, created the International
Diamond Grading System™ which is
recognized around the world as the
standard for diamond quality.

5 carats and up.

At the JCK Las Vegas trade show
in early June, Signet Jewelers CEO,
Gina Drosos, urged participants
to innovate to move the industry

Also from Rapaport News, a deal

forward. As reported in Rapaport

was struck between the Israel

News, Drosos said innovation not

Diamond Exchange (IDE) and the

only benefits specific brands, but

Shanghai Diamond Exchange, that

drives entire industry growth.

will see Chinese diamond compa-

Drosos highlighted three areas

Through research, education,

nies send large stones to a new

gemological laboratory services

factory in Israel for polishing. The

and instrument development, the

new factory will open in January

Institute is dedicated to ensuring

2019 for the next International

the public trust in gems and jewelry

Diamond Week.

holidays when selling, and begin

The deal also allows both nations’

weeks of the year as well. Drosos

diamond industries to share trading

told participants that the industry

by upholding the highest standards
of integrity, academics, science and
professionalism. Visit GIA.edu.

spaces and joint participation in
educational courses. The agreement

that call out for innovation. She
urged the jewelry industry to focus
beyond the special moments and
putting energy into the other 46

Section continued on page 6
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Leave No Stone Unturned
GIA Melee Analysis Service
Let GIA® separate your natural diamonds from simulants,
synthetics and HPHT-treated natural diamonds.
With optional sorting by color range.
Learn more at

GIA.edu/melee-analysis

GIA® is a registered trademark of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.

ADT180012_Diamond District Melee_v7.indd 1

3/19/18 10:44 AM

needed to start recognizing con-

These younger, professional Indians

al turmoil, investors have sought

sumers’ wide range of experiences

prefer to invest their money in vaca-

out gold as a safe investment, citing

and marketing jewelry to those

tions or electronics, which is forcing

the jump in the value of gold in the

experiences. She also advised com-

jewelers to change their designs

1980s during Iran’s Islamic Revolu-

panies to do as Signet, and become

and provide for more innovative

tion and the Soviet Union’s invasion

more tech savvy. More consumers

internet offers. According to Alfon-

of Afghanistan, and again during

are doing research online and are

so and Rowling, also contributing

the global recession between 2008

on social media platforms, and the

to this dearth of demand is Prime

and 2011. Gold’s role has been di-

jewelry industry needs to adapt to

Minister Narenda Modi’s efforts to

minishing for some time, as it only

these trends Drosos said.

reverse India’s trade deficit and his

experienced a quick uptick despite

recent restriction of the black

the civil war in Syria, the Russian

money prevalent in India’s economy.

invasion of Crimea, and the Brexit.

In Bloomberg/Quint on July 1st,

Since gold’s value is pinned to

reporters Swansy Alfonso and Rupert Rowling described how younger, more urban Indians are less
attracted to the purchase of gold
than their parents. Gold jewelry is
a common purchase by Indians for
each Hindu festival, but millennials
are favoring other investments, like
mutual funds and high-end consumer goods that do not necessarily

In the July 6th edition of the Wall
Street Journal, writer Ben St. Clair
reported that despite the trade war,

the dollar, it is more expensive in
other currencies as the U.S. dollar
appreciates.

investors are not seeking the safety
of gold. Because of rising U.S.
interest rates and the appreciation
of the dollar, gold has fallen in value
by 4 percent this year.

have the emotional connection

This has not always been the case.

of jewelry.

As St. Clair reports, in times of glob-

A disturbed Long-Island man calling
himself the “Jewish Spider-Man”
was arrested after he climbed the
side of a building on 47th Street
and broke into one of the Diamond
District offices through a second
Section continued on page 8
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“This kid from
the Bronx who
managed to find himself,
in the course of his life, in some
of the highest climbs
of society and
industry”
and Maiden Lane to what was to become “Diamond
and Jewelry Way.”
He dealt in “Estate Jewelry” which then, as now, meant
he was a Jack of All Trades dealer buying and selling
diamonds, colored stones and estate jewelry as well as
manufacturing and importing new pieces. Initially his
market was regional, accessible by train. He traveled
regularly to Providence, Boston, Baltimore, Toronto and
Philadelphia visiting local jewelers in search of estate
jewelry and selling loose diamonds, color and newly
manufactured pieces. As he aged, he came to appreciate the romantic quality of those days. The early train
from Penn Station to Boston, briefcase full of goods, list
of prospects on the back of an envelope, looming bills
in back of mind, a sense of adventure and a dream of
fortune. Then, a whirlwind few days. Hand shaking, deal
making and schtick. A world filled with Damon Runyon
characters. A rendezvous with pals from the street on
the evening train home from Providence. The Club Car.
Dinner and drinks. Card games and war stories. The
irony of the wisdom yet to come – that the best years
of your life will only be recognized in hindsight.
With the 1960’s his market expanded to Miami which
had become a burgeoning source of estate jewels with
the exodus of Cuban wealth in the wake of Castro and a
major market for new jewelry with the growing populations of wealthy northeasterners attracted to it’s climate.
With business down there being done without shirt

and tie and often starting and ending with walks on the
beach, he finally gave up feeling that med school may
have been a smarter choice. He realized that, the nicer
the city, the nicer the jewelry that you could buy and sell
and he began traveling to Beverly Hills and San Francisco; then, internationally to London and Geneva, Hong
Kong and Bangkok and beyond.
Over the years he dealt with a veritable who’s who of
the industry and much of the actual history of the business in the modern era was something he actually lived.
But, no retrospective on his career would be complete
without mentioning that his real first love was 47th
Street itself. This kid from the Bronx who managed to
find himself, in the course of his life, in some of the highest climbs of society and industry but who’d have been
the first to tell you, he was always anxious to get back to
the street; his good friends and colleagues shoe horned
into every corner; the still vivid memories of the old exchanges and watering holes and of it’s characters, some,
many, now long gone; the almost sacred recognition
that he literally followed in his father’s footsteps with
every trip up that block, as do my brother and I in his.
In his waning days he drew motivation from his determination to get back to work. To the street. To the
place he’d lived his life. To the place he was missing so.
And, though he’s gone now, I believe he’d take solace in
knowing that, in it’s way, it now misses him too.
—Mitch Goldstein
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floor window. As reported by the

On July 11th, Rapaport reported that

low-margin, high-volume pricing

Daily News, employees at the busi-

the Lucapa Diamond Company dis-

strategy,” wrote Poh. The discount-

ness reported the break-in at 4 pm

covered a 114-carat stone at its An-

ing and bargain offers might work

on Wednesday, July 4th. The man

gola mine, Lulo. The find represents

for retailers like Walmart and Am-

told a police officer he was, “scal-

the 11th diamond from the mine over

azon, but only because they are

ing the building like a Jewish Spi-

100 carats, and the third in 2018.

|offering consumer goods people

der-man.”

use frequently like soap and toothpaste, argued Poh.
Rapaport reported on July 12th that

On July 10th in Forbes, Roberta Naas
reported on French Jeweler Cartier’s unveiling of its new Coloratura
collection, which with bright colors
celebrates the artistic cultures of
India, Africa and Japan to name just
a few. Cartier’s unveiling occurred at

Rio Tinto will sell a 3.14 carat, vivid
pink diamond at its 2018 tender, the
largest ever offered at the yearly
sales event. The diamond is one of
63 pink, red and violet diamonds
featured at this year’s Argyle Pink
Diamonds Tender.

the Cour Carre’ at the Louvre, and
featured a concert that was attended by such celebrities as actresses
Naomi Watts, Monica Bellucci and
Melanie Laurent, along with a musical performance by Dua Lipa.

Poh wrote that the impulse of
jewelry retailers to adopt similar
bargain pricing has resulted in
consumer fatigue with fine jewelry.
Though they may meet short term
revenue targets, discount strategies
sacrifice a company’s long-term
growth and as a result, the entire
industry suffers.

On July 15th Rapaport reported on

“Once craftsmanship, design, skill

Alrosa’s plans to become the largest

and branding are removed from the

producer of colored diamonds, han-

conversation, the consumer loses

dling everything from mine to the

the desire for the product, because

customer in-house.

we’ve trained them to focus on price

Currently, Alrosa is cutting and pol-

rather than on the dream of the purchase,” wrote Poh.

In the July 11th issue of the New York

ishing yellow, turquoise, purple and

Times, Andrew Kramer reported on

pink stones from its mines, which

Offering discounts on jewelry online

how the mining company Alrosa

they plan to unveil in September at

make it more likely that consumers

is trying to increase its sales in the

the Hong Kong Gem & Jewelry Fair.

will always look for the discount

U.S. by stressing in its marketing to

rather than paying the regular price.

consumers that their stones come

Even an effort by a company to use

from Russia.
Given the deteriorating relations between both nations, it is unclear how
successful this effort will be. However, Alrosa is betting on consumers
being attracted to the fact that they
are not purchasing an African conflict diamond. Alrosa also points to
millennials’ detachment to De Beers’
tagline, “a diamond is forever,” and
will be more drawn to a diamond’s
authenticity. Indeed, Alrosa is using
the slogan, “Real is rare. Real is a di-

Also on July 15th Rapaport reported

online bargains to rid them of sur-

on how the U.S. and China trade war

plus inventory, in the end only hurts

would impact the jewelry industry.

the company’s name and reputation,

Materials and accessories used in

wrote Poh.

jewelry were included in the U.S.
Trade Representative’s July 10th
announcement on tariffs imposed
on China. Not impacted however, are
polished stones, which represents a
lion share of diamond trade between
on the tariff list were finished –
jewelry products.

an experience and adding value for
consumers to ensure that they will
continue to come back.

The Asian Institute of Gemological
Sciences (AIGS) warned the industry about fake gemstones bearing

U.S. consumers will be more at-

Jean Z. Poh on July 16th in

tracted to the romance of a Russian

Rapaport made the argument

diamond and less concerned about

against jewelry retailers offering

politics. Alrosa is also exploring the

discounts and bargains.

creating narratives for all of its gems.

ers should concentrate on creating

the U.S. and China. Also not included

amond.” The company also believes

possibility of tracing the origins and

Instead, argued Poh, jewelry retail-

its logo on July 22nd in Rapaport
News. “Some unscrupulous people
have decided to rip off customers by
using AIGS’s name,” AIGS chairman
Kennedy Ho said.

“People simply don’t buy jewelry
frequently enough to support a

Section continued on page 9
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It was reported in Bloomberg on July

agency removed the word “natural,”

spokesperson commented that the

23rd that DeBeers, with the help of

thereby changing the definition of a

items, Swedish national treasures,

the Peace Parks Foundation, will help

diamond.

would be difficulty, if not impossible

transport 200 elephants from South
Africa to Mozambique to replenish the herds there after they were
depleted during Mozambique’s civil
war. DeBeers, the world’s biggest
diamond producer, will also fund
anti-poaching programs.
RT America reported on July 24th
that a thief attempted to use a
magic trick to steal a $8.2 million
diamond ring from a Bulgari store
in Barcelona.
The thief claimed that the owner of
the ring wanted the ring in a sealed
box while it was kept on the premises. Employees at the store became
suspicious and as they were placing
the box in their safe they opened
it and found the ring missing. The
thief used a double bottom box and
reached through the bottom to snag
the ring.
As soon as the employees at Bulgari
discovered the ring missing they triggered the silent alarm and the thief

The use of the word “diamond” with-

to sell.

out an adjective will refer to a natural
diamond, but synthetics will be required to qualify their diamonds with
a phrase such as, “laboratory-grown,”
for the sake of clarity.

In Rapaport on August 5th it was
reported Gem Diamonds saw its revenue rise as a result of the discovery
of larger stones in their mine in Leso-

However, marketers of synthetics

tho. Sales rose to $169.2 million or 43

will be able to tell consumers their

percent. While total production was

stones are diamonds even if they are

flat, the mine generated a record 10

not from the ground. They will also

diamonds larger than 100 carats.

be able to use other adjectives other
than “synthetic” to describe their
diamonds.
The largely semantic clarification by
the FTC could however change the
way the diamond trade thinks about
diamonds, since in 2015 the Organization for Standardization (ISO)
defined diamonds as “created by
nature.”

Also reported in Rapaport on August
5th was news that the Israel Diamond Exchange (IDE) expelled two
traders for trying to swap natural diamonds with synthetics. The switch
occurred in the offices of the company in the bourse when the traders arrived to view the diamonds.
The company’s detection machine

As reported by Freedman, the

detected the fraud and the traders

clarification will not do much to end

were caught on their closed-circuit

the debate about what constitutes a

television. Both traders were tracked

diamond.

down. One was banned from the
exchange for life and the other for 37

was apprehended with the ring in

months.

his pocket.
On August 1st it was reported in The
Guardian that police in Sweden were
Rapaport News reported on July
26th that Swiss-watch exports grew
in the month of June by 12 percent.
Exports of high-end watches –
watches with a price above $3,024
– soared to 17 percent, and those
priced between $504-$3,024 grew
by 9 percent.
Meanwhile demand for lower priced
goods slumped. Watches priced
under $504 slipped 10 percent.

On July 31st Joshua Freedman from

searching for two thieves who stole

The Diamond Producers Association

two priceless royal crowns and an

(DPA) expressed concerns over the

orb from the 17th century Strangnas

marketing of synthetic diamonds as

Cathedral, and made off with them in

a result of the newly released Federal

a waiting motorboat.

Trade Commission (FTC) guidelines

The crowns and orb belonged to
King Karl IX and Queen Christina

in a piece that appeared in Rapaport
on August 6th.

and are made of gold and covered

The FTC removed the word “natural”

in beads, crystals and pearls. The

from the definition of a diamond,

items were stolen from a locked and

opening the door for growers to

alarmed display case that was likely

claim their stones are 100 percent

smashed by the thieves. The motor-

diamonds. However, they still must

boat was waiting for the thieves at

reveal they are not from the earth,

the bottom of a hill on Lake Malaren.

having to use a recommended word

Rapaport reported on the Federal

The thieves have not been identified

Trade Commission’s (FTC) new defi-

and are being searched for interna-

nition of diamonds. The consumer

tionally through Interpol. A police

to describe the stone as lab-grown.
Section continued on page 12

Whether you
wire it, bead it, flux it, post it,
pierce it, string it, screw it,
refine it, enamel it, solder it,
mount it, clasp it, link it…
(you get the idea)

WE STOCK IT.

Lorem ipsum

For Immediate Delivery or For Our Illustrated Catalog, Call Toll Free 800-223-7550
545 5th Ave, #1000, New York, NY 10017 (entrance located on E 45th Street)
Our showroom is located at 545 Fifth Avenue on the10th Floor
212-398-8300 • Fax 212-869-0808 • MyronToback.com • info@MyronToback.com
Follow us on Instagram @myrontoback.com
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FTC ISSUES INFLUENTIAL
CHANGES TO JEWELRY
GUIDELINES
By Tiffany Stevens, President and CEO, Jewelers Vigilance Committee
Everyone in the industry must follow these guidelines
or be subject to legal action by customers, competitors
or the FTC itself. There are many changes in these
new guides.
The JVC was founded by jewelers over 100 years ago
to help as we focus on legal issues. We are here for
your thoughts and questions, can explain intricacies
and in addition to our own webinars in August and
September will be at trade shows and industry events
demonstrating how to fold these changes into your
business to stay compliant. The JVC has an ongoing
conversation with the FTC so while this version of
the Guides is final, we are providing feedback and
advocacy for the industry on an ongoing basis,
another reason to be in touch with us and share
your perspective.
A quick overview of what has shifted here, but please
do dial in to a webinar, come talk to us at the next
show or call or email the office. First of all, what
hasn’t changed? The Guides are long and many things
do remain the same as they apply to Pearls and to
Platinum. The biggest changes are in Diamonds, Gold
and some aspects of colored stones. Today I’ll focus
on diamonds, briefly talk metals and leave colored
stones for next time.

removed from the internal definition of diamond in
the technical document. But, please keep in mind, to
the consumer, almost everything remains the same—
First of all the words “real” “natural” “precious” and
“semi-precious” can only be applied to stones from
the earth (diamonds and colored stones too).
Second, marketers must qualify a lab grown diamond
as such. The FTC has specified 3 qualifiers that are
pre-approved, “Laboratory Grown”, “Laboratory Created” or “(Manufacturer Name) Created”, and there is
a 4th category available for similar words. What are
these similar words? We don’t know yet and if businesses want to take the risk of straying outside the
3 prepared monikers they will find out from the FTC
what is considered acceptable (or not).
At the JVC, we are advising businesses to stay with
one of the 3. The Green Guides which rule all industries, including jewelry, in prohibiting unsubstantiated
“green” and environmental claims remain unchanged.
In addition, the word “cultured” can only be used if
one of the 4 qualifiers above is used.
Tiffany Stevens is the President
and CEO of the JVC. She began her
career as an attorney Paul Hastings

For Metals, the minimum floor for karatage for Gold
has been removed. This is a major change. This means
that any level of gold in a product can be sold as gold
as long as it’s stamped as such (ie there can now
be, for example 4k Gold). And remember when you
stamp the karatage you must also use your federally
registered Trademark. Also of note, rhodium plating
must now be disclosed in every instance.
For Diamonds, there are some real changes and some
major misperceptions. It’s true, the word natural was

LLP, later moving to an in-house
role in investment banking and then
a business role at a startup. She has
held leadership & legal positions at
nonprofits and foundations dedicated to public health, the environment, education and the arts. She is
currently an active Board member
of several not for profit organizations. Tiffany is a graduate
of the University of Oklahoma and NYU School of Law and
resides in Brooklyn, NY.
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“We understand the basis for this

the past five years, causing consid-

effectively test small mounted and

decision,” the DPA said. “But we are

erable discussion and controversy

loose diamonds individually.

concerned that it will be exploited

over disclosure – especially after

by man-made diamond marketers,

parcels of melee “salted” with

who may feel they can use the term

undisclosed man-made stones

‘diamond’ without properly quali-

began showing up.

fying it, leading to more consumer

Research will not stop with these
instruments. New producers of
synthetics are continually entering
the market. Technology improves,

As the cost of manufacturing

increasing quality and making it

synthetic diamonds continues to

possible to obscure some of the

Richard Garard, Secretary General

fall and in the face of competitive

tell-tale features of lab-grown dia-

of the International Grown Diamond

pressures, it is likely that this will be

monds, such as their growth struc-

Association (IGDA) confirmed with

an ongoing issue for the trade.

ture. Fortunately, GIA has caught

confusion and deception.”

Rapaport that their members, “will
continue to proudly and openly
label and promote our products as
lab-grown, cultured, etc., as defined
by the FTC.”
Garard called attention to the FTC’s
removal of the term “synthetic” to
describe lab-grown stones, which
he said was used by natural-diamond promoters to disparage
grown diamonds. However the DPA
noted that the FTC only outlawed
the word “synthetic” in its entirety
if it is used to fool consumers into
thinking a lab-grown stone is actually a cubic zirconia or moissanite.
As reported in Rapaport, the DPA
also raised its concerns with the
FTC’s refusal to ban the phrase
“cultured diamonds” since grown
diamonds are made entirely in a
factory while cultured-pearl growth

Another contributing factor is that
today’s synthetics are very good
and very hard to detect. It takes a

them, and, because it has placed
such a high priority on continuing
research, it will continue to do so.

gemological laboratory armed with

The GIA Melee Analysis Service

sophisticated detection devices to

separates natural diamonds from

spot them with complete certainty.

simulants, synthetic and HPHT

While GIA (Gemological Institute of
America) and other organizations
had long anticipated the advent of
synthetics and developed instruments and processes to differentiate larger diamonds, it was apparent there was a gaping hole in the

treated natural diamonds, and sorts
the screened diamonds by color
range. Clients can also specify a size
range for their parcel. Once sorted,
the melee will be sealed in secure
packaging for shipment back to the
submitting client.

defense – melee sized diamonds
which were too small to be graded
economically.
GIA began developing instruments
and systems that could rapidly
screen both large quantities and
individual melee stones, marshaling
technological resources from our
research and development team

The GIA iD100™ combines advanced

and other industries. This was a

spectroscopic technology with GIA’s

necessary undertaking to main-

60 years of diamond and gemstone

“The implications of this decision

tain consumer confidence in the

identification research to distinguish

[are] likely to be more consumer

characteristics and quality of the

natural diamonds from synthetic

confusion and deception,” the DPA

diamonds they are buying.

(HPHT and CVD) diamonds and

is a “symbiotic relationship between
man and nature.”

said .

As a result, the GIA introduced
both a service and an affordable
instrument. The GIA Melee Analysis
Service, available at all GIA lab locations, analyzes parcels of polished
melee diamonds, separating out po-

By: Russell Shor, GIA Senior
Industry Analyst
Synthetic diamonds have become a
significant presence in the market in

tential synthetics and simulants, and
sorting the resulting natural stones
by color range. The GIA iD100TM
gem identification instrument, intended for dealers and retailers, can

diamond simulants.

Learn Diamond Grading
From the Creator of the 4Cs
• Practice with real diamonds graded by the
Gemological Institute of America®
• Learn to grade diamonds consistently and accurately
• Saturday, day and night classes available

2018-2019 Diamond Grading Lab Classes in NYC
Nov 5-9, 2018
Nov 26-30, 2018
Feb 11-15, 2019
Mar 4-19, 2019 (Night)
Mar 18-22, 2019

Mar 30-Apr 27, 2019 (Sat)
Apr 8-12, 2019
Apr 29-May 3, 2019
Jun 3-7, 2019
Jul 8-12, 2019

Enroll online at GIA.edu
A branch of GIA’s
campus in Carlsbad.
Licensed by the New
York State Education
Department.

Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
50 W 47th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10036
T +1 800 366 8519 T +1 212 944 5900
F +1 212 719 9563
E nyadmissions@gia.edu
GIA.edu

GIA® and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
ADT180088_Diamond_District_News_v2.indd 1
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47TH STREET
BID APPOINTMENT
Vincent (Vinny) DeMeo, a board member of the 47th Street BID, was recently
named by the board of directors as the BID’s new Treasurer.
“Working on 47th Street and the surrounding areas is a wonderful and rewarding
experience,” said DeMeo. “I am encouraged and inspired everyday by the business
owners that I meet on 47th Street and I am excited to have been asked to serve as
Treasurer of the 47th Street BID. I look forward to continuing as a part of this
business community, which is such a vital part of NYC.”
DeMeo is a career banker, starting as a teller in 1980 at Chemical Bank. Working his
way up the ladder, he held numerous key leadership roles throughout his career at
Chase and Commerce Bank, building strong and lasting business relationships.
DeMeo has been a valuable member of the management team at Valley National Bank since 2008. He’s currently
Vice President, Area Manager for Valley’s branches in the Diamond District and Upper East Side market area.

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!
Reputable Metal Refiner Since 1985

One of the only precious metal reﬁners
in NYC with our own branded bars!
45 W 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
Call 212-398-1454 for a quote.

www.mgsreﬁning.com
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THE EVOLUTION OF CRIME ON 47TH STREET:
From Robbery and Burglary To Bust Outs and
Cyber-Enabled Crime
By John J. Kennedy, President, Jewelers’ Security Alliance

Jewelers’ Security Alliance, which has 20,000
member locations in the U.S., is a non-profit trade
association that has been working to prevent crime
against the jewelry industry since 1883, and has
the largest database in the world of crimes against
jewelry firms. Reviewing the data on crimes against
jewelers on 47th Street in New York, one conclusion
stands out: due to the great work of the NYPD, the
jewelers on 47th Street, and the 47th Street BID,
traditional crimes against diamond and jewelry firms
on 47th Street, such as robbery and burglary, have
declined dramatically. The BID has paid for off-duty
NYPD officers to supplement the assigned police detail, which has made a tremendous difference. While
burglary, robbery and grab and runs haven’t disappeared, and jewelers must always be vigilant to follow
proper security measures, the incidence
of crime is nowhere near what it was five, ten and
20 years ago.
What is the most common crime report that JSA
now receives regarding firms in the 47th area?
Number one is fraudulent orders that take place either
through traditional “bust-out” schemes, or through
cyber-enabled methods.

Bust Out Scams
While the basic method is not new, many diamond
and jewelry supplier firms still fall victim to so-called
“bust-out” schemes conducted by thieves familiar
with credit and memorandum practices in the jewelry
industry. These criminals establish phony jewelry companies, or purchase established companies, with the
intent to defraud unsuspecting suppliers. They try to
have as many suppliers as possible ship them as much
jewelry as possible and then skip town even before
the victims realize they have been defrauded.
Some characteristics of bust-out scams are:
1. Receipt of unsolicited and unexpected orders.
2. The bust out firm may make one or more small

purchases which they pay for in order to establish
credit and “set up” the supplier for a much larger
order which will never be paid for.
3. T
 he bust-out criminal will sometimes make his
or her first contact or purchase at a trade show,
claiming to be a new or expanding business, and
will drop the names of other firms with whom
they claim to have done business.
Section continued on page 16
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4. Offices are often only mail drops that use

answering services to handle incoming calls.
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5. D
 etermine if the quantity and type of merchandise being ordered is consistent with the needs of
the business placing the order.

5. If a victim does get a phone call through to a bust

out thief, the victim will falsely be assured that
payment will be made, bad checks made good or
that merchandise will be returned.
Law enforcement agencies do not have great success
investigating and prosecuting criminal cases against
bust outs. Police are often reluctant to investigate
since non-payment or late payment is ordinarily handled as a civil matter. Furthermore, by the time a
detective receives enough information and complaints, and puts a case together, the bust out is shut
down and the criminals have fled. Investigations are
also hampered by the fact that the bust-out firm is
often not located in the same state as the victim,
causing a jurisdictional problem for local police.

Recommendations on Bust-Outs:
1. Know your customer. Always obtain a full, current

credit report from the Jewelers Board of Trade
(“JBT”) when dealing with a new customer, and at
regular intervals for existing customers. To review
JBT services, visit www.jewelersboard.com. Using the JBT “Redbook” for ratings is not enough.
Ratings of firms engaged in bust outs can change
very fast and ratings alone tell only a small part of
the credit story.
2. B
 e very careful of firms for which JBT reports an
unusually large number of credit inquiries over
a short period of time. This is one of the telltale
signs of a bust out. These firms seek goods from
dozens of new suppliers whom they hope to defraud, which results in an unusual and distinctive
pattern of credit inquiries to JBT.
3. Criminals will sometimes use a company name

similar to a reputable firm.
4. C
 heck with a customer’s trade references, and
then check on the references too if you don’t
know them.

6. D
 o not grant credit terms to unknown companies
where credit cannot be checked. Require payment prior to shipping, and be sure their payment
clears. Make sure wire transfers and checks have
actually cleared, and are not in a “pending” status.
Jewelers must know their customers. The chance
of payment or recovery in a bust-out situation is
virtually zero.

Fraudulent Orders and
Cyber-Enabled Crime
JSA has also received numerous recent reports of
criminals placing fraudulent orders, often through
email, pretending to be from an existing customer
or a legitimate new customer.
1. An imposter contacts a supplier, by phone or

email, and knows a great deal about the company he is allegedly from, and a great deal about
the company he is contacting. This knowledge
includes the names of employees and shipping
procedures which the caller has obtained through
prior calls, website information, Facebook and
social media searches.
2. T
 he caller requests a high end item or items be

shipped overnight. The goal of the criminal is
ultimately to divert a package shipped by FedEx,
UPS or another shipper from the address of a real
customer to a different address of the criminal’s
choice.

Recommendations
1. Confirm who you are really talking to, or who
an email is really from. Don’t hesitate to excuse
yourself for a second and say you will have to
call them back. Do not use the number given you
by the caller, but call the actual number of the
Section continued on page 19
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ADVERTISE WITH US
Be a part of the new and vastly improved Diamond District Monthly
For more information contact
call 212-302-5739 or email info@diamonddistrict.org
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United States Small
Business Administration
SBIC Program
In 1958, Congress created the Small Business
Investment Company (SBIC) program to
facilitate the flow of long-term capital to America’s
small businesses. SBA does not provide capital
directly to businesses. Instead, SBA partners with
private investors to capitalize professionally-managed investment funds (known as “SBICs”) that
finance small businesses.
Information
• General
Learn more about the SBIC program, locate

key documents, and find out about key initiatives
and upcoming events.

• Applying to be an SBIC

The SBIC Program application process is
comprised of two distinct phases of review, each
of which follows industry best practice in assessing
the qualifications of SBIC applicants.

• Operating an SBIC

Understand the key processes for licensed
SBICs, including capitalization, financings,
reporting, examinations, wind-up, and other
important topics.

• Investing in an SBIC

The success of the SBIC Program depends
on the participation of private investors.
In thissection, limited partners and other
investors can learn more about the program,
its risks and benefits.

• SBIC Resource Library

Find SBIC statute, regulations, forms, and
other guidance on the SBIC program.

• Funding the SBIC Program

Learn how the SBIC Program is funded,
what financing instruments are available to
SBICs and the current cost of SBAguaranteed debt.

• Financing your Small Business

SBA does not provide financing directly to
small businesses, but this section contains
information that may be helpful for companies
seeking capital.

To gain information on SBA’s SBIC Program
please go to the following website:
www.sba.gov/sbic
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customer, either from your records or from
Google if a new customer.
2. Beware of email orders in which the sender uses

slight changes or spelling variations from a real
customer, for example, the impersonator uses
“jim@customjewelers1.com” instead of
‘jim@customjewelers.com”

01

October 24 - November 9, 2018
L’ÉCOLE, School of Jewelry Arts
welcomes art and culture enthusiasts of
all ages to discover, wonder, and learn
about the world of jewelry arts.
For more information visit:
www.lecolevancleefarpels.com/en/
lecole-abroad/lecole-new-york

3. B
 eware of calls from blocked or “unknown”

numbers.
4. Do not reveal to alleged customers the tracking

numbers of shipments. This makes fraudulently
diverting the package a simple matter.
5. D
 o not be fooled to give out inappropriate

information to callers seeking information
regarding your personnel or procedures. All
employees must be alerted not to give out such
inappropriate information. The scammers want
to know as much as they can about your firm so
they can sound legitimate.
6. Strictly limit procedures allowing changes of

address on shipments. Some firms have only one
person who can authorize a change of address,
or have specified to FedEx or other shipper that
all attempts at changes of address should instead
be returned to the firm shipping the goods. Firmly
notify your shipper regarding your instructions
concerning change of address.
While traditional forms of crime on 47th Street,
such as robberies, burglaries and grab and runs,
will always be with us, diamond and jewelry firms
need to follow careful security procedures to avoid
the frequent fraud crimes that are happening today
resulting in large, uninsured losses.
For current information on crime against the diamond,
jewelry and watch industry, visit https://jewelerssecurity.org. You can also follow JSA on twitter at https://
twitter.com/JSAJohnKennedy, and contact JSA at
212-687-0328 or jsa2@jewelerssecurity.org.
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November 12- November 18, 2018
New York City Jewelry Week
(NYCJW), the first and only week
dedicated to promoting the world
of jewelry through educational and
innovative NYC focused programming.
For more information visit:
www.nycjewelryweek.com.
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